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Introduction

The explosive growth of the Internet and other sources
of networked information have made automatic mediation of access to networked information sources an
increasingly important problem. Much of this information is expressed as electronic text, and it is becoming
practical to automatically convert some printed documents and recorded speech to electronic text as well.
Thus, automated systems capable of detecting useful
documents are nding widespread application.
With even a small number of languages it can be inconvenient to issue the same query repeatedly in every
language, so users who are able to read more than one
language will likely prefer a multilingual text retrieval
system over a collection of monolingual systems. And
since reading ability in a language does not always imply uent writing ability in that language, such users
will likely nd cross-language text retrieval particularly
useful for languages in which they are less con dent of
their ability to express their information needs e ectively.
The use of such systems can be also be bene cial
if the user is able to read only a single language.
For example, when only a small portion of the document collection will ever be examined by the user,
performing retrieval before translation can be significantly more economical than performing translation
before retrieval. So when the application is su ciently
important to justify the time and e ort required for
translation, those costs can be minimized if an e ective cross-language text retrieval system is available.
Even when translation is not available, there are circumstances in which cross-language text retrieval could
be useful to a monolingual user. For example, a researcher might nd a paper published in an unfamiliar language useful if that paper contains references to
works by the same author that are in the researcher's
native language.
Multilingual text retrieval can be de ned as selection of useful documents from collections that may con-

tain several languages (English, French, Chinese, etc.).
This formulation allows for the possibility that individual documents might contain more than one language,
a common occurrence in some applications. Both
cross-language and within-language retrieval are included in this formulation, but it is the cross-language
aspect of the problem which distinguishes multilingual text retrieval from its well studied monolingual
counterpart. At the SIGIR 96 workshop on \CrossLinguistic Information Retrieval" the participants discussed the proliferation of terminology being used to
describe the eld and settled on \Cross-Language" as
the best single description of the salient aspect of the
problem. \Multilingual" was felt to be too broad,
since that term has also been used to describe systems
able to perform within-language retrieval in more than
one language but that lack any cross-language capability. \Cross-lingual" and \cross-linguistic" were felt to
be equally good descriptions of the eld, but \crosslanguage" was selected as the preferred term in the
interest of standardization. Unfortunately, at about
the same time the U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) introduced \translingual"
as their preferred term, so we are still some distance
from reaching consensus on this matter.
A couple of preliminary remarks are in order to establish the scope of this survey. My goal is to identify
for you what I see as the key themes in cross-language
text retrieval research in order to establish a common
framework for our discussions during this symposium.
I have not tried to describe each technical approach in
detail because we will hear from many of the people
whose work I cite over the course of the symposium.
But I have endeavored to provide su cient detail to
illustrate the relationships between the di erent approaches that we will hear about at this symposium.
Readers interested in a more detailed comparison of the
work I was aware of a year ago may nd my technical

report on this subject useful (Oard & Dorr 1996b)1
Traditionally \text retrieval" and \information retrieval" have been used interchangeably, but as retrieval from other modalities (e.g., speech or images)
has become more practical it is becoming more common to be explicit about the sort of information being
retrieved. I have been careful to limit the scope of this
survey to \text retrieval" because Peter Schauble and
David James will provide the necessary background for
our discussions about cross-language speech retrieval
in their presentations.
I will not attempt to draw a sharp distinction between retrieval and ltering in this survey. Although
my own work on adaptive cross-language text ltering
has led me to make this distinction fairly carefully in
other presentations (c.f., (Oard 1997b)), such an approach does little to help understand the fundamental
techniques which have been applied or the results that
have been obtained in this case. Since it is still common to view ltering (detection of useful documents
in dynamic document streams) as a kind of retrieval, I
will simply adopt that perspective here.

Controlled Vocabulary Retrieval

Cross-language text retrieval has an extensive research heritage. The rst practical approach to crosslanguage text retrieval required that the documents
be manually indexed using a predetermined vocabulary and that the user express the query using terms
drawn from that same vocabulary. This is referred to
as a \controlled vocabulary" approach. In such systems, a multilingual thesaurus is used to relate the
selected terms from each language to a common set
of language-independent concept identi ers, and document selection is based on concept identi er matching. In the hands of a skilled user who is familiar with
controlled vocabulary search techniques, such systems
can be remarkably e ective. Of particular note, if well
designed, controlled vocabulary cross-language text retrieval systems can be just as e ective as monolingual
applications of similar techniques.
Controlled vocabulary cross-language text retrieval
systems are presently widely used in commercial and
government applications for which the number of concepts (and hence the size of the indexing vocabulary) is
manageable. Dagobert Soergel will present techniques
for cross-language controlled vocabulary text retrieval
in more detail (Soergel 1997), so I will limit my discussion of those issues here to identifying the limitations
Much of the source material cited in these surveys can
can be obtained using my Cross-Language Text Retrieval
web page at http://www.ee.umd.edu/medlab/mlir/
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of controlled vocabulary techniques which have motivated the exploration of alternative approaches.
In many applications, the most challenging aspect
of employing a controlled vocabulary technique is that
terms from that vocabulary must be assigned to each
document in the collection. This assignment of \descriptors" was traditionally done manually, but Marjorie Hlava will describe a semi-automated approach
which can enable application of controlled vocabulary
techniques to larger document collections than was previously practical (Hlava et al. 1997). High-volume
applications such as ltering newswire stories and applications in which the documents are generated from
diverse sources that are not easily standardized will,
however, challenge the capabilities of even existing
semi-automatic approaches. And low-cost applications
such as cross-language World Wide Web search engines
will demand fully automatic techniques which nonetheless must achieve reasonable performance.
A second important concern about controlled vocabulary text retrieval is that it has proven to be fairly
di cult to train users to e ectively select search terms
and to exploit thesaurus relationships. In part this
results from the limited capabilities of earlier user interfaces, an issue being investigated by Pollitt and his
colleagues at the University of Hudders eld (Pollitt &
Ellis 1993). Another approach to mitigating the e ects
of this problem is to embed some thesaurus navigation
functionality into the retrieval engine itself. This is
the approach being investigated by Richard Marcus at
MIT (Marcus 1994). I am not as familiar with all of
the work in this area as I would like to be, but it is my
impression that we are a long way from developing retrieval interfaces that are as simple as those o ered by
modern web search engines. And so long as more complex interfaces (and hence, more sophisticated users)
are needed to extract the full power from a system, an
aggressive research program investigating alternative
approaches to cross-language text retrieval seems well
justi ed.

Free Text Retrieval

For text retrieval, the alternative to a controlled vocabulary is to use the words which appear in the documents themselves as the vocabulary. Such systems are
referred to as \free text" (or sometimes \full text")
retrieval systems. Two basic approaches to crosslanguage free text retrieval have been emerged: corpusbased approaches and knowledge-based approaches.
These two approaches are not mutually exclusive, however, and the trend in cross-language free text retrieval
research is to combine aspects of each to maximize retrieval e ectiveness. Figure 1 illustrates the taxonomy
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Figure 1: Cross-Language Text Retrieval Approaches
that I have described so far, and shows some useful
distinctions between the sources of information that
are exploited by di erent corpus-based and knowledgebased approaches.
In controlled vocabulary cross-language text retrieval it was essentially necessary to translate both
the documents and the query into a common language,
the controlled vocabulary itself. The assignment of
descriptors is essentially a document translation process, and the process of forming queries using the
controlled vocabulary is a (sometime entirely manual)
query translation process. With free text retrieval, it
becomes possible to consider approaches in which only
the query or only the documents are translated. In
most applications it would be more e cient to translate only the queries because queries are often rather
short. This choice is so pervasive in the literature that
I will implicitly assume a query translation strategy in
the following discussion except when discussing speci c
techniques that are based on some other strategy.
Multilingual thesauri of the type used in controlled
vocabulary text retrieval are one type of knowledge
structure, and the knowledge-based approaches I will
describe seek to apply multilingual thesauri and similar types of knowledge structures to free text retrieval.
Bilingual dictionaries that were originally developed
for human use are presently the most widely available cross-language knowledge structures that have the
breadth of coverage required by many cross language
free text retrieval applications, and several are available in electronic form. Thus, dictionary-based retrieval is the best explored branch of the knowledgebased cross-language text retrieval hierarchy.

The basic idea in dictionary-based cross-language
text retrieval is to replace each term in the query
with an appropriate term or set of terms in the desired language. Two factors limit the performance of
this approach. The rst is that many words do not
have a unique translation, and sometimes the alternate translations have very di erent meanings. Monolingual text retrieval systems face similar challenges
from homonomy and polysemy (multiple meanings for
a single term), but translation ambiguity signi cantly
exacerbates the problem. Use of every possible translation, for example, can greatly expand the set of possible meanings because some of those translations are
likely to introduce additional homonomous or polysemous word senses in the second language. This problem is particularly severe in view of the observed tendency of untrained users to enter such short queries
(often a single word) that it would not even be possible
for a human to determine the intended meaning (and
hence the proper query translation) from the available
context.
The second challenge for a dictionary-based approach is that the dictionary may lack some terms that
are essential for a correct interpretation of the query.
This may occur either because the query deals with a
technical topic which is outside the scope of the dictionary or because the user has entered some form of
abbreviation or slang which is not included in the dictionary. As dictionaries speci cally designed for query
translation are developed, the e ect of this limitation
may be reduced. But it is unlikely to be eliminated
completely because language use is a creative activity,
with new terms entering the lexicon all the time. There

will naturally be a lag between the introduction of a
term and its incorporation into a standard reference
work such as a dictionary. Of course, this last point
applies equally well to controlled vocabulary systems
based on multilingual thesauri since the introduction
of a new term may have been motivated the the need to
describe a new concept that did not previously appear
in the document collection.
Of course, knowledge-based approaches may seek to
exploit more sophisticated knowledge structures (\ontologies") as well. A thesaurus is one type of ontology,
one specialized to information retrieval, and Dagobert
Soergel will be discussing the use of multilingual thesauri by cross-language free text retrieval systems as
well (Soergel 1997). Another approach with o ers the
potential for signi cant economies of scale is to exploit
ontologies which are designed to support tasks beyond
information retrieval as well. Jose Gilarranz will discuss the potential for using the EuroWordNet ontology
in this way (Gilarranz, Gonzalo, & Verdejo 1997).
Corpus-based approaches seek to overcome the limitations of knowledge-based techniques by constructing query translation methods which are appropriate
for the way language is used in a speci c application.
Because it can be impractical to construct tailored
bilingual dictionaries or sophisticated multilingual thesauri manually for large applications, corpus-based approaches instead analyze large collections of existing
text and automatically extract the information needed
to construct automatic application-speci c translation
techniques. The collections which are analyzed may
contain existing translations and the documents that
were translated (a \parallel" collection), or they may
be composed of documents on similar subjects which
are written in di erent languages (a \comparable" collection).

Techniques Which Exploit Parallel
Corpora

In 1990, Landauer and Littman (then with Bellcore)
developed a corpus-based cross-language free text retrieval technique which has come to be known as CrossLanguage Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI) (Landauer & Littman 1990 1991). Susan Dumais will
present the latest results on CL-LSI at this symposium (Dumais et al. 1997). The remarkable thing
about this work is that in addition to beginning the
present development of cross-language free text retrieval, it remains to this day the only technique that
has demonstrated cross-language free text retrieval effectiveness that is on a par with the within-language
performance of that same technique (Dumais, Landauer, & Littman 1996). This result is particularly

signi cant because a monolingual text retrieval system
based on Latent Semantic Indexing has achieved effectiveness measures nearly equal to those of the best
participating systems at the third Text Retrieval Conference (Dumais 1994).
In CL-LSI a set of representative bilingual documents are rst used to form a training collection by
adjoining a translation of each document to the document itself. A rank revealing matrix decomposition
(the singular value decomposition) is then used to compute a mapping from sparse term-based vectors (usually with weights base on both within-document and
collection-wide term frequency) to short but dense vectors that appear to capture the conceptual content of
each document while suppressing the e ect of variations in term usage. CL-LSI appears to achieve it's
e ectiveness by suppressing cross-language variations
in term choice as well. In principle this technique can
be extended to multiple languages, although the retrieval e ectiveness of such a con guration has not yet
been determined experimentally. Berry and Young repeated this work using passages from the Bible in English and Greek (Berry & Young 1995). They were able
to demonstrate that ne-grained training data, using
only the rst verse of each passage to identify the principal components, improved retrieval performance over
Landauer and Littman's coarser approach.
It is important to caveat the reported results for
LSI by observing that both sets of experiments were
conducted with experiment designs that matched the
retrieval application to the characteristics of the parallel document collection that was used to develop the
translation technique. Our experiments with this technique show a signi cant reduction in performance when
a parallel document collection that is more weakly related to the retrieval application is used (Oard 1997a).
This limitation is not unique to CL-LSI, however. It
results from the fact that corpus-based techniques generally seek to balance the adverse e ect of invalid inferences that result from misleading statistical cooccurrence observations with the bene cial e ects of correctly recognizing that only a limited number of senses
for words with several possible meanings are present
in the training collection. As term use in the training and evaluation collections begins to diverge, this
\bene cial" e ect rapidly becomes a liability.
Mark Davis of New Mexico State University has conducted some large-scale cross-language text retrieval
evaluations which shed some light on this limitation
using material from the Text REtrieval Conferences
(TREC) and he will be reporting on those results
here (Davis 1996 Davis & Ogden 1997). Davis' recent TREC-5 experiments used 25 queries translated

manually from Spanish to English and 173,000 Spanish language newswire stories and achieved about 75%
of the average precision established in a monolingual
evaluation using the same system and collection.
Davis' TREC-5 results indicate that when used
alone, dictionary-based query expansion achieves
about 50% of the average precision that would be
achieved by a monolingual system, but that when
translation ambiguity is limited this performance can
be improved. This is quite consistent with similar
results that have been obtained on smaller collections (Hull & Grefenstette 1996), suggesting that although the size of the collection may a ect absolute
performance measures, the e ect on relative performance between monolingual and cross-language retrieval may be less signi cant. To improve over this
baseline, Davis limited dictionary-based query expansion using part-of-speech information that was determined statistically, and combined this with additional
constraints on the permissible translations that were
determined using a large parallel corpus. This work is
particularly interesting because it e ectively combines
dictionary-based and corpus-based techniques in a single retrieval system. And because the content of the
parallel corpus of United Nations documents that was
used was not particularly closely related to the content
of the newswire stories, these experiments o er some
insight into the e ect of a domain mismatch as well.
Davis' corpus-based approach for restricting translation ambiguity seeks to select translations which would
select similar sentences from documents in the parallel
document collection. The technique is based on similarity matching between a vector which represents the
query and vectors which represent individual sentences
in the document collection. Thus, Davis is exploring a
technique based on sentence-level alignment in a parallel collection in contrast to the coarser document-level
alignment on which CL-LSI is based.
At the University of Maryland, Dorr and I have
developed a technique based on term-level alignment
which also o ers the potential for integration of
dictionary-based and corpus-based techniques (Oard
1996). The basic idea is to estimate the domainspeci c probability distribution on the possible translations of each term based on the observed frequency
with which terms align in a parallel document collection. We then use this statistically enhanced bilingual
dictionary as a linear operator to rapidly map the vectors which represent documents from one language into
another. The e ectiveness of this technique depends on
a sort of \consensus translation e ect" in which several
terms in the source language can potentially contribute
to the weight assigned to a single term in the target

language. As a result, it is only practical to apply
our vector translation technique to vectors which represent documents. Typical queries simply don't contain enough terms or enough variation in term usage
to develop a useful consensus translation e ect. This
limitation ts well with our focus on cross-language
text ltering because our adaptive information need
representation is not amenable to query translation.
In our initial experiments we have used a purely
corpus-based approach for developing our statistically
enhanced dictionary. In an evaluation conducted using
the same collections used by Davis (and one additional
TREC collection), we found that that implementation
of our technique achieves about half the e ectiveness
of CL-LSI. An examination of the transfer mapping
developed from our term alignment step reveals that
many of the detected alignments do not represent valid
translations. This is not a surprising result since term
alignment is a challenging problem which is presently
the focus of a good deal of research e ort. In our next
experiments we plan to constrain the allowable translations to those which occur in a broad-coverage bilingual
dictionary, seeking to match or exceed the performance
of CL-LSI.
In addition to demonstrating three techniques for
adaptive cross-language text ltering, our work at
Maryland has made two other contributions that may
be of interest. The rst is that we have developed
a methodology for evaluating corpus-based adaptive
cross-language text ltering e ectiveness which does
not depend on the development of an expensive specialized test collection (Oard & Dorr 1996a). A fair evaluation of such techniques requires two training collections, one of which must be a parallel bilingual corpus,
and one evaluation collection. We have found a way
to align TREC topic descriptions that were originally
developed independently for each language and then to
measure the quality of that alignment. Our approach
is based on a very small number of topics, but until a
suitable test collection is available for cross-language
ltering evaluation it represents the best technique I
know of for conducting such evaluations. A second
useful result is that we have developed a technique to
measure the degradation in e ectiveness which results
from the di erent domains of the UN collection and the
Spanish documents used in TREC. This may be helpful when interpreting Davis' results, and more broadly
it may o er some insight into the fundamental limits
on the performance of corpus-based techniques when
a well-suited parallel document collection is not available.

Alternatives to Parallel Corpora
Corpus-based approaches which exploit parallel document collections are limited by the requirement to
obtain a suitable document collection before the technique can be applied. Of course, this is true of any
corpus-based approach, but it poses a particularly severe problem for techniques based on parallel corpora.
The translated documents are expensive to create, so
the required translations are only likely to be available in highly specialized application domains. While a
corpus-based technique developed from a parallel document collection can in principle be used for unrelated
applications as well, signi cant reductions in retrieval
e ectiveness should be expected and there are experimental results which suggest that such performance
penalties actually occur.
Techniques based on comparable document collections may eventually overcome this limitation, and Peter Schauble has described one such method at this
symposium at this symposium (Sheridan, Wechsler,
& Schauble 1997). A comparable document collection is one in which document are aligned based on
the similarity between the topics which they address
rather than because they are direct translations of each
other. The raw material for a comparable document
collections is far easier to obtain that is the translated text required used in a parallel collection, but
alignment of the individual documents is still a challenging task. Existing automatic and semiautomatic
document alignment techniques are fairly applicationspeci c, and considerable work likely remains to be
done before it will be clear whether easily generalized
techniques can be developed.
Perhaps the most intriguing alternative in this regard is the approach that Lisa Ballesteros of the University of Massachusetts will describe which does not
require that the corpora be aligned at all (Ballesteros
& Croft 1996 1997). By exploiting a pseudo-relevance
feedback technique that has been shown to be e ective for within language retrieval, signi cant performance improvements over unconstrained dictionarybased query translation were achieved. This approach
essentially seeks to modify the query to more closely
resemble the documents in the collection. The University of Massachusetts team achieved their best results
when performing this technique twice, once before the
dictionary-based query translation and once before using the translated query to rank order the documents in
the evaluation collection. Their technique requires the
availability of document collections in each language,
but it is not necessary that the individual documents
in these collections be related in any way.

Lessons from Corpus Linguistics

The eld of \corpus linguistics" has explored the use
of corpus-based techniques in to a variety of applications such as text retrieval, speech recognition, machine translation and ontology construction. In each
eld the initial corpus-based experiments typically emphasize statistical analysis over linguistic theory, an
approach which has led to some remarkable successes.
In machine translation, for example, early statistical
approaches demonstrated performance that was competitive with that achieved by contemporaneous linguistically motivated approaches (Brown et al. 1990).
But purely statistical approaches also introduce errors
that no human would make because the techniques typically exploit term cooccurrence and a fairly complex
set of factors actually interact to produce these cooccurrences. The present statistical models are inadequate to capture some of these interactions, but significant performance improvements can be achieved when
appropriate linguistically motivated constraints are effectively integrated with the statistical analysis. The
experience to date with cross-language text retrieval
suggests that similar improvements can be obtained
for this aspect of corpus linguistics as well.
There is now mounting evidence from both corpus
linguistics and cross-language text retrieval research
that treating both individual words and multi-word
phrases as the \terms" which are manipulated can signi cantly improve the e ectiveness of cross-language
techniques. van der Eijk observed this e ect with
adjacency-based phrases in automatic thesaurus construction experiments, Hull and Grefenstette observed
it with dictionary-based phrases in cross-language text
retrieval experiments, and Radwan and Fluhr observed
it with dictionary-based phrases in cross-language text
retrieval experiments that integrated both dictionarybased and corpus-based techniques (Hull & Grefenstette 1996 Radwan & Fluhr 1995 van der Eijk 1993).
This is a particularly surprising result since the preponderance of the evidence on text retrieval in a single
language indicates that multi-word phrases are of little use. Presumably the basis for this e ect is that it
is translation ambiguity which causes cross-language
full-text retrieval systems to achieve lower retrieval effectiveness than their monolingual counterparts, and
the use of phrases constrains this translation ambiguity to a signi cant extent. We are fortunate to have
representatives of two of these three research groups
with us. Hopefully this symposium will o er us the
opportunity to explore this issue in some detail.
Corpus linguistics has also produced several useful
tools for designers of cross-language text retrieval systems, many of which will be described at this sympo-

sium. One in particular that will be needed in almost
every cross-language text retrieval application is language identi cation. With the notable exception of
CL-LSI, cross-language text retrieval techniques typically require that the language in which the query and
each document are expressed be known so that the correct processing can be applied. Fortunately, language
identi cation techniques with better than 95% accuracy are now available (Kikui 1996).

System Integration

Although the techniques I have described span the
range of technical approaches to the cross-language
text retrieval problem, the application of these techniques to solve practical problems requires a considerably broader perspective. Yoshihiko Hayashi will describe an excellent example of end-to-end integration
in cross-language text retrieval application at this symposium (Hayashi, Kikui, & Susaki 1997). The system,
known as TITAN, allows users to enter queries to a
web search engine in either English or Japanese. Statistical language identi cation is used to determine the
languages used in each indexed web page, and page titles are translated into the language of the query using
a translation technique that is tuned for the particular
characteristics of web page titles. This last feature is
particularly interesting, because it begins to address
the potential of human-in-the-loop cross-language text
retrieval processing. Robert Frederking will explore
these issues in more detail in the next session (Frederking et al. 1997), and Megumi Kameyama will describe
some advanced techniques for presenting useful information to the user later in the symposium (Kameyama
1997).
End-to-end solutions need not be complex, however,
in order to be useful. An example of a simple but elegant implementation which exploits presently available
technology is Paracel's Fast Data Finder, a text ltering system based on special purpose parallel processing
hardware.2 Provisions are provided in the Fast Data
Finder to translate explicit information need speci cations (pro les) between a limited number of languages
using a dictionary-based technique. Users are then allowed to ne-tune the pro le in each language. If sufcient domain and language expertise is available to
allow re ned pro les to be developed over time, such
an approach o ers the potential for fast and e ective
ltering of documents in multiple languages. Although
the pro le translation capability produces some crosslanguage retrieval functionality, it is the additional
step (manual tuning) that makes it possible in this
2
Paracel Inc., 80 South Lake Avenue, Suite 650,
Pasadena, CA 91101-2616

case to achieve optimum performance.

Conclusions

My goal in this presentation has been to provide a common framework for our discussion of cross-language
text retrieval. The taxonomy I have described is only
one way of depicting what is actually a fairly complex
faceted classi cation scheme, but it provides a fairly
clear way to describe where each approach that we will
discuss ts into the range of possibilities that have been
explored. I am hopeful that our colleagues interested
in speech retrieval will also nd this taxonomy useful
for their purposes when considering the potential for
cross-language speech retrieval systems.
This is an exciting time to be working on crosslanguage text retrieval. This symposium caps an eight
month period that has seen ve workshops around the
world which have addressed various aspects of crosslanguage text retrieval, and this year for the rst time
TREC will include a cross-language text retrieval evaluation. I am particularly impressed that it appears we
will have representatives from a majority of the research groups throughout the world that are actively
working on this problem when we meet at Stanford.
This forum thus o ers us an unprecedented opportunity to forge the kind of international partnerships that
I suspect will be needed to meet the demands of the
worldwide market for cross-language text retrieval systems. I look forward to working with you to discern
the most important issues that demand our attention
and to identify promising directions for future research
on this important topic.
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